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This essay examines nineteenth-century Native resistance to the American Indian

removal policy as a strategy of decolonization. Attention focuses in particular on the

tactics of decolonization employed in the rhetoric of the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, and

Seminole nations as it functioned to expose the dilemmas and hypocrisies of U.S.

government justifications for Native removal as animated by discourses of territoriality,

republicanism, paternalism, and godly authority. This analysis of the rhetorical strategy

and tactics of decolonization helps to reassess the agency of nineteenth-century American

Native voices and to gauge in general how rhetorics of resistance can be articulated in

colonial contexts.
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One of the U.S. government’s first nineteenth-century policies involved removing

American Indian nations from their homes during the 1830s. The reasons for

removal were various and often contested. Some proponents claimed that the

government should remove American Indians to the farthest points possible in order

to foster a white nationalism. For instance, in 1830 Senator John Forsythe asserted,

‘‘[I]n no part of the country have the Indians an admitted right to the soil . . . [they

are] a race not admitted to be equal to the rest of the community.’’1 This certainly

occluded American Indians living particularly along the southeastern frontier from

participating in U.S. national life and garnering protection under a pronouncement

that ironically considered ‘‘all men created equal.’’2
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By contrast, removal proponents thought that the policy was ‘‘dynamic and

potentially positive’’ because it sought to protect American Indians from land

encroachers*who would otherwise steal land and threaten communities*while

creating a civilized group of Native yeomen beyond the Mississippi.3 President

Andrew Jackson claimed that the benefits of excess land and the elimination of hostile

Natives who endangered frontier communities were consequential to the policy’s

alleged aim: to save Natives. After signing the Indian Removal Act of 1830, Jackson

reported, ‘‘[T]he consequences of a speedy removal will be important . . . to the

Indians themselves.’’4 To most proponents, the primary thrust of the policy was

benevolence.

This attitude was echoed by Jackson’s secretary of war, John Eaton, who noted that

usurpations by southern states and the resulting reduction of Native sovereignty

could only be remedied by ‘‘a removal beyond the Mississippi, where, alone, can be

assured to you protection and peace.’’5 To proponents, failing to enact a benevolent

removal policy would, thus, lead to Native disappearance.

The hypocrisies of a benevolent policy that sought to sustain Native nations by

removal were glaring to American Indian nations. To confront these hypocrisies,

American Indians appropriated the government’s arguments as a decolonizing

rupture that enabled them to create ‘‘rhetorical strategies for enforcing an Indian

perspective in contested cultural space, in which Indians are at a political and cultural

disadvantage.’’6 The historical record indicates that such rebukes of policy probably

empowered Natives. As Arnold Krupat argues, ‘‘to take possession of the master’s

‘books’ is to obtain some important parts of the master’s power*which then . . . may

be turned to one’s own purposes.’’7 American Indian resistance through appropria-

tion was dynamic, revealing the presence and agency of Native discourses.8

This essay evidences how American Indian decolonization undermined Native

removal, and addresses how this defiant, resistive strategy functioned to work out the

dilemmas within the dominant discourse.9 Specifically, I argue that Choctaw, Creek,

Chickasaw, and Seminole responses to Indian removal appropriated the government’s

discourses of territoriality, republicanism, paternalism, and godly authority, thus

decolonizing these discourses from within. In the process of enacting this resistance,

American Indians exposed the hypocrisy of the policies, while simultaneously

showing themselves to be worthy as agents of change with regard to such policies.

An examination of this decolonization is instrumental to understanding the

nineteenth-century activism of American Indians, especially in the face of frequent

misrepresentations of their efforts by various colonial and colonizing interests.

Foremost is the misconception that ‘‘the Indian’’ simply ‘‘disappeared’’ without

engaging in discursive appeals to resist U.S. governmental policies.10 This pervasive

inaccuracy assumes that American Indians were simply moved without working

through political channels to defy policies. Another misconception assumes that

American Indians responded to government policies solely through violence.11 In

point of fact, American Indians were neither helpless and voiceless, nor inherently

bellicose. As Frederick Hoxie contends, Native groups ‘‘talked back,’’ which helped to

reconstitute their ethos and to demystify the government’s hypocrisies. Indeed, he
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contends, ‘‘By talking back to those who considered themselves superior, Indians

could show that they rejected the self-serving nationalism they heard . . . [making] it

clear that they refused to accept the definitions others had of them.’’12 ‘‘Back talk’’ did

not reject governmental discourse. Instead, Natives adapted to the dominant

discourse so as to establish ‘‘a measure of identification with their white audience’’

prior to revealing contradictions and making demands with regard to particular

policies.13 This dynamic did not assume an ‘‘either/or’’ pattern, but rather a ‘‘both/

and’’ structure.

Despite misconceptions of the silent and violent Native, scholars have attended

modestly to American Indian discursive responses to removal. This scholarship

involves descriptions of rhetorical strategies related to the ways Native communities

reacted to removal. William Strickland, for example, has analyzed Cherokee anti-

removal discourse and discovered that they rebuffed removal because they thought

that it ‘‘would be followed by more relocations.’’14 Similarly, Walter Conser’s work on

the appeals of Chief John Ross found that the Cherokee leader engaged in three

counteroffensive tactics, the foremost of which involved ‘‘the issue of legitimate

authorization to undertake negotiations.’’15 Robin Patric Clair’s ethno-rhetorical

work has focused on how Cherokee discourse not only helped shape Native identities,

but also demonstrated that the government’s sentiments were rarely accepted prima

facie.16

These studies of American Indian resistive rhetoric bring up another inaccuracy

about Native activism among the ‘‘five civilized tribes’’: the belief that the Cherokee

Nation was the sole, or at least preeminent, of the outspoken nations. Partly for this

reason, this essay examines the discourses of the other four ‘‘civilized tribes’’ in the

southeast: the Choctaw, Creek, Chickasaw, and Seminole nations. Aside from this

misapprehension, there are other reasons why the Cherokee Nation is not considered

here. First, the other four nations were more distant in terms of place and contact

with the government than was the Cherokee Nation. The latter had undertaken a

number of steps to assimilate, assuming the practices of Western dress, the English

language, a written alphabet, Christianity, and agriculture. Although some Cherokee

factions resisted removal, a great majority did not protest it to the vehement degree

that the other nations did. Second, the other four nations operated in the discursive

shadow of the Cherokee Nation, rendering them doubly subaltern. The U.S.

government typically counted the Cherokee Nation a strong and safe ally. For this

reason, they were the last to remove, and were given more opportunities to negotiate

for better reservation land and more money for their homelands.17 Third, and

related, the other nations were the first to remove. Their resistive strategy of

decolonization, then, may have set the tenor for any Cherokee resistance that would

follow. The generative feature of their invention warrants study as a separate moment

of resistance.

The resistance of these nations complicated the implementation of the Indian

Removal Act through decolonization. Even though the present essay is case specific,

its implications for how the ‘‘both/and’’ rhetorical structure functions speaks to the

larger issue of decolonizing as a rhetorical strategy of subaltern groups. To that end, I
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first contextualize the removal policy, showing the influence that it had on the four

nations, and introducing decolonization as a resistive framework. I then address the

issue of textual veracity before examining the ways in which the Choctaw, Creek,

Chickasaw, and Seminole nations appropriated the U.S. government’s nationalist

language as channels to decolonize Indian removal. I conclude by discussing the

theoretical and methodological implications of demystifying misconceptions of

nineteenth-century Native American voicelessness and violence.

Indian Removal, the Southeastern Nations, and Decolonization

The Indian Removal Act of 1830 commenced through a series of treaties with the

‘‘five civilized tribes.’’ These nations were targeted because their lands in the southeast

were the most coveted for American settlers who already lived on the frontier. The

Act did not force removal, but instead allowed the U.S. president to appropriate ‘‘a

suitable number of districts, for the reception of such tribes or nations of Indians as

may choose to exchange lands where they now reside, and remove there.’’18 According

to this language, Native nations could opt either to remove or to remain on their

lands. Ronald Satz argues that Jacksonians wanted to ‘‘promote removal without

doing anything that would alienate public support by appearing blatantly immoral.’’19

Indeed, in his Second Annual Message (1830), Andrew Jackson claimed that Natives

had a right to choose for themselves: ‘‘[We] have as little right to control them,’’ he

said, ‘‘as we have to prescribe laws for other nations.’’20 Of course, he also introduced

in his address an irony of this self-selection: ‘‘[A]ll good citizens . . . unite in

attempting to open the eyes of those children of the forest to their true condition,

and, by a speedy removal, to relieve them from all the evils.’’21 Recognizing the irony,

many American Indians questioned the integrity of the Removal Act.

The Choctaw Nation was the first to initiate the removal process, providing the

first instance of resistance. In September 1830, Secretary of War John Eaton traveled

to Mississippi to entreat with the Choctaws for their removal to a reservation in

present-day Oklahoma. Eaton suggested that the Choctaws ‘‘[k]eep at peace and be

happy, for otherwise you will soon become wretched and miserable indeed,’’ warning

them that settlers could exert their will without federal intervention.22 The Choctaw

Nation then signed the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek in September 1830, which

forced it to ‘‘cede to the United States, the entire country they own and possess east of

the Mississippi River . . . [so that] the Government [could] extend to them the

facilities and comforts’’ it could not offer them otherwise.23 The basis of the treaty

was protection against white intrusions.

The government next negotiated with the Creek and Chickasaw Nations in 1832. In

the case of the Creeks, several attempts at entreating had proven exhaustive to U.S.

Indian agents.24 The government then proceeded to allow whites in Alabama to

encroach illegally on Creek lands. When the Creek Nation petitioned the U.S.

government for help, the government reiterated its argument that only removal could

protect it. The excusing of white encroachers, and subsequent arguments for removal
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mitigating the settler�Native conflict, proved cyclical as conflicts continued. Indian

agent John Coffee chided a Creek council in September 1830, when he wrote,

To these [Alabama’s] laws, where you are, you must submit; there is no preventive*
no other alternative. Your great father cannot, nor can congress [sic] prevent it . . .
Your great father’s earnest desire is, that you may be perpetuated and preserved as a

nation.25

Couched in benevolence, Coffee hinged Native survival on allowing whites to expand

into Native territory. The rhetoric of fear and protection worked, as the Creek Treaty

was finally passed in October 1832.

The Chickasaw Nation suffered a similar fate. Like the Creek Nation, it was

subjected to white encroachment as the U.S. government looked askance. As

Wilcomb Washburn argues, ‘‘[t]he threat of state jurisdiction was the club used to

intimidate the Chickasaws.’’26 The combination of breaches from Mississippi settlers

and the failure of the U.S. government to make good on its promises of protection

finally forced the Chickasaw Nation to relent. The opening clause in the Treaty of

Pontitock Creek of October 1832 stated that the Chickasaw Nation ‘‘find themselves

oppressed in their present situation; by being made subject to the laws of the States in

which they reside. . . . Rather than submit to this great evil, they prefer to seek a

home in the west.’’ The U.S. government would grant them this ‘‘home’’ and uplift

them from ‘‘oppression.’’27 Of course, this protection was contingent on them

agreeing to ‘‘hereby cede, to the United States, all the land which they own.’’28

In 1832, Secretary of War Lewis Cass visited Seminole territories in northwest

Florida and noted the nation’s despondency. ‘‘These miserable people are now

reduced to the utmost necessities of life,’’ he wrote to Jackson. ‘‘[T]hey have been in

penury and wretchedness for years and many have perished.’’29 In typical fashion,

Cass sent agents to offer protection. Francis Paul Prucha argues that the tactic

worked*‘‘the promise of food and clothing in the treaty eased the negotiations’’*
and a group of Seminole leaders signed the Treaty of Payne’s Landing in May 1832.30

The treaty suggested that a Seminole envoy first assess its new reservation. Returning

from the prospective reservations, most of the leadership denied the treaty due to a

lack of fertile land. Still, a minority of the leadership approved a redacted version

called the Treaty of Fort Gibson in March 1833.31 U.S. authorities demanded that the

Seminole Nation remove itself by 1836 and promised to ‘‘designate and assign . . . for

their separate future residence, forever, a tract of country.’’32 Seminole removal

opponents argued that a minority had secured the treaty, but it was too late.

The Indian Removal Act provided a calculated breach through which Natives could

challenge U.S. removal plans, as well as a larger sense of agency. After all, treaties were

formal agreements between sovereign and independent entities. The opportunity to

engage in treaties attributed a modicum of power, and Native communities seized

this break as a basis of decolonization.

Broadly, decolonization involves a resistive rhetoric through which subaltern

groups appropriate dominant discourses and turn them around to expose the

problems and duplicity of these discourses. Reading texts through such a framework
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is part of the larger postcolonial project in the humanities. Accordingly, Raka Shome

notes that the postcolonial condition attends to the tragedies of colonization by

exposing the ‘‘imperialism of Western discourses.’’33 Colonization, to borrow from

Derek Buescher and Kent Ono, begins when colonizers ‘‘appropriate land, conquer

indigenous people, and found colonialist governments to oversee the efficient

operation of property and labor. . . . [Then they] teach the colonized the language,

logic and history of the colonizer.’’34 Postcolonial studies examines the ways in which

these hierarchical relationships functioned over time and continue to function

through issues beyond labor and territory (the contemporary instantiation is deemed

neocolonialism). As Shome and Radha Hegde indicate, this research is ‘‘concerned

with phenomena and [the] effects and affects of colonialism’’ through ‘‘not only . . .
the framework of dominance but also . . . that of resistance.’’35

For American Indians, decolonization involved critiquing the narratives offered

from the colonizers’ perspective and championing their own narratives. Linda

Tuhiwai Smith contends that decolonization was a strategy used during early U.S.�
Native interactions that helped form ‘‘the fabric of communities that value[d] oral

ways of knowing’’ and that the recovery of these strategies is important to

understanding the ‘‘painful past.’’36 Decolonization enacted by American Indians in

the nineteenth century typically functioned by appropriating U.S. governmental

discourse, as it was the prominent language system available.37

Complications of Textual Sources and Veracity

One of the more problematic issues of studying nineteenth-century American Indian

discourse is veracity. As Wayne Moquin and Charles Van Doren claim, ‘‘[T]here are

no masses of letters, diaries, speeches, newspaper articles, pamphlets, books or tracts

hidden away in tribal archives’’ with which to triangulate texts.38 Thus, authenticating

texts involves comparing the extant versions of discourse, or tracing a piece of

discourse as far back in the historical record as possible. In using the Native rhetoric

that exists, I am mindful of the need to corroborate versions of discourse.39

Overall, authenticity is problematic because it punctuates a Western obsession with

attributing truth to a rhetor. Susan Hegeman writes that this denies a Native oral

tradition that puts stock in the ‘‘word,’’ arguing, ‘‘[We] can recognize that both

sources of authenticity, and their corresponding desires, derive from our own cultural

context, which understands validity and value primarily in terms of texts and

authors.’’40 Nineteenth-century contexts necessitated such rhetorical moments as

American Indians and government agents met to negotiate treaties. Herein lies part of

the difficulty, inasmuch as the U.S.�Native colonial relationship obscures what was

said and recorded, thus silencing*to an extent*so-called authentic Native voices. In

terms of such cultural interactions, what we have instead, writes Krupat, are recorded

moments that are ‘‘always heteroglossic and polyvocal, formed always in relation to

the speech of others.’’41

So, does this mean that critics should avoid studying nineteenth-century Native

texts because they cannot be verified in the same way as a twenty-first-century
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presidential speech? Krupat answers no, and intimates that even when we have a

veracious text in front of us, it could contain others’ influences, or it could be

redacted in print, or contain outright lies that undercut its so-called intent.42 He

suggests that critics should recognize the lack of lock-tight authenticity, and in so

doing remain cognizant that Native texts from the nineteenth century are the

consequence of collaboration.43

One main way, then, to understand Native texts is to center them as a

constellation of U.S. and Native influences, situate them in context, and seek to

demonstrate how they rely on and simultaneously resist dominant discourses.

Working from Krupat’s ideas, if the texts are authentically Native, they will

probably contain U.S. influences given the colonial context of interactions between

Natives and U.S. officials. Similarly, if the texts are translated or recorded differently

from the so-called authentically Native, then the U.S. influence will still be there, as

will be the Native arguments. These co-influences are part of the consubstantiality of

intercultural relations.

The key is to remain somewhat ambivalent in one’s analyses. For instance, the

argument about American Indians decolonizing U.S. discourses by both adopting and

resisting them is reflective of the hybridity of Native rhetoric, which was necessitated

by a colonial context, such as treaty negotiations conducted through discursive forms

forced on the rhetorical situation by a dominant power.44 Granted, the ‘‘transforma-

tional mimesis’’ through which American Indians had to address the U.S. government

served as ‘‘a potent strategy for hegemonic blocs’’ to control Natives.45 Still, there was

undeniably accommodationism on the part of Natives. As Robert Yagelski notes,

‘‘[A]ntagonistic kind[s] of contact . . . required Native American leaders to adopt new

rhetorical techniques in order to deal successfully with their white antagonists,’’ but

also had a strong impact on Native rhetoric in general.46 Instead of this historical

consequence being used to silence, it might be used to interrogate how Natives had to

articulate themselves in colonial contexts in order not to be silenced.

Native Anti-Removal Tactic I: Decolonization through Territoriality and

Republicanism

In terms of context, one of the most foundational Jacksonian-era principles was the

mission of expansion and the civilizing of so-called savages in the wilderness. This

mission was used to justify how the United States ‘‘conquered’’ others and

‘‘establish[ed] and perpetuate[ed] histories’’ that naturalized a hierarchy where the

federal government possessed considerably ‘‘greater importance’’ than ‘‘others.’’47

This mission of progress was a version of ‘‘manifest destiny’’ ordained by a higher

power, which demanded that Americans fulfill a ‘‘divine covenant’’ as central to its

destiny as a superior people.48

The broadening of the U.S. land base inevitably led to a connection between

territory and republicanism. That is, as the nation expanded in the early nineteenth

century, and as American settlers occupied these new spaces, property holding

became a vital component of a republican citizenry that would nurture the nation.
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Ronald Takaki claims that expansion ‘‘offered whites the promise of property

ownership and a stable republican future.’’49 The more citizen-freeholders there were

in the newly expanded republic, the safer the U.S. nation would prove to be.

This territoriality also involved the issue of race, as it underscored who could be

considered part of the nation. As Jacksonians moved into the West, they defended

their claims to territory ‘‘in terms of racial superiority.’’50 Any such guilt about this

was alleviated through scientific doctrines that placed whites on a higher cultural

plane than other races. That American Indians occupied lands meant little to the U.S.

government when considering the connection between territory and citizenship.

Jacksonians, in particular, used racial categories to define citizenship. Jackson noted

in 1829 that Natives lacked the same ‘‘civilization’’ as whites (‘‘Indians . . . have

retained their savage habits’’) and therefore could not be a part of the U.S. nation

merely because ‘‘they had seen [it] from the mountain or passed [it] in the chase.’’51

The ambiguity of American Indians’ power often teetered between their rights to

territory based on birthright and the competing idea that their race precluded

ownership. Ultimately, American Indians would not be considered property owners

during the Jacksonian era. Smith contends that in terms of the ‘‘birthright

membership, no one had a better claim as native-born Americans than Native

Americans.’’52 However, their ‘‘Indianness’’ limited their property roles to occupants,

not owners. Ownership involved productive use of the land, as well as private

holdings of territory. As far as the U.S. government was concerned, only whites

satisfied these criteria. The government conceived of a homogenous nation that

included ‘‘a people with the same language and laws, good cabins and enclosed

fields . . . [and] private property.’’53 Native nations, for the most part, supported

different lifeways.

Moral Inheritance, Territorial Primacy, and Republican Memories

One way in which southeastern Native resistance to removal invoked a tactical

decolonization was by an appeal to Native moral inheritance of the land. Moral

inheritance ensures that the struggles of one’s ancestors are sanctified through the

conscientious actions of the community. It thus pledges to take up the mantle of a

culture’s forebears so that those ancestors’ work and struggles are not undertaken in

vain. Native rhetors relied on such reminiscences of their predecessors to resist

removal.

In protesting the Treaty of Ponticock Creek at a council with U.S. Indian agents,

for instance, Levi Colbert (Chickasaw) couched his rhetoric in the Chickasaw’s

ancestral link to territory. He said, ‘‘[W]e never had a thought of exchanging our

land for any other, as we think that we would not find a country that would suit us

as well as this we now occupy, it being the land of our forefathers.’’54 Colbert

worked through the dominant discourse. His words mimed those of Senator Peleg

Sprague, who argued that Congress should preserve the government’s honor by

considering Natives’ rights as ‘‘recognized and affirmed by the United States’’ based

on the Constitution and the founding fathers.55 Speaking of ancestors, Colbert then
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said, ‘‘[W]e cannot consent to be under your Government. If we should consent we

should be likened unto young corn growing and met with a draught that would kill

it.’’56 The Chickasaw ancestors thus sustained the tenor behind the ‘‘young corn’’

vehicle, the Chickasaw Nation itself. Without its roots*its ancestors*honored, the

nation was sure to be killed. As Colbert discussed the Chickasaw Nation’s reliance

on territory, he also implicated the U.S. government as a threat to that land.

Ostensibly, should the U.S. government succeed in removing the Chickasaw people,

it would effectively harm them through the deprivation of homeland. Colbert thus

rebutted removal rhetoric, which tended to weaken Native sovereignty by calling it

‘‘tenancy’’ and disconnecting it from Native ancestry. In its stead, territory was

confirmed as a central component of Native lifeways, while European land

ownership was downplayed.

To combat the U.S. government’s claim to territory based on productive use,

Natives turned the tables by insisting on the importance of owning the land first.

A quintessential example of such a memory of primacy arose in a Cherokee

Phoenix newspaper editorial written by Ames (Choctaw). Arguing that the

Choctaw Nation had a right to choose against emigration, he reasoned that

before the United States came, ‘‘[t]he Choctaws existed there, and [sic]

independent nation, governing themselves.’’ He continued, ‘‘[T]he United States

never attempted to impose laws upon them, but implicitly acknowledged their

inability to do it by treating them as an independent nation.’’57 Claiming territorial

primacy, Ames directly challenged the American superiority on which removal

discourse relied. Therefore, Native conceptions of Native rights to territories

worked through eternal connections to the land, rather than through recent

conquest. Ames demonstrated how historical connections to territory trumped the

government’s impulsive seizure of territory.

According to the historical record (particularly Gales & Seaton’s Register of Debates

in Congress), these primacy arguments might have been considered during the

removal debate. For instance, such territorial arguments resonated with the anti-

removal speeches of Senator Sprague when he mentioned that American Indians were

owed some semblance of land rights because they ‘‘had existed since time

immemorial’’ on them.58 The likelihood that congressional leaders at least had

access to Native arguments is enhanced by the notion that the Native-based Cherokee

Phoenix was distributed to the U.S. Congress and reprinted in major metropolitan

newspapers during the 1830s.59

Another territorial and republican tactic of decolonization involved asserting

Native independence through the building of memories of a shared past between the

U.S. government and American Indians. These memories often championed the

‘‘American Creeds’’ and pillars of republican culture.60 In this vein, Native rhetors

drew on figures such as George Washington and Thomas Jefferson and appropriated

foundational texts like the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution to

secure sovereignty. This indicates Natives’ reliance on dominant storylines. However,

southeastern nations reconfigured these memories to emphasize their rights to retain
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tribal homelands, thus illustrating how the problems with such dominant storylines

could be unmasked.

Anticipating removal, Pushmataha (Choctaw) and Puckshunnubbee (Choctaw)

wrote an open letter in the Cherokee Phoenix in which they remembered the

‘‘friendly’’ Jefferson administration. They then used this memory to question the

territoriality of the Jackson administration and to hearken to Native independence,

challenging early governmental concepts of Native sovereignty:

It is said we have no claim to the land here. . . . How different is this from the
language of the illustrious Jefferson, * ‘‘go home,’’ said this great and good man to

our fathers, ‘‘build your houses, clear your fields, and cultivate the earth. . . . [S]o

long,’’ said he, ‘‘as you live in peace with me and mine . . . you shall live upon your

lands undisturbed.’’61

Pushmataha and Puckshunnubbee referred to the memory of Jefferson as an

argument from authority to warrant remaining on their homelands. As early as

1803, Jefferson asked American Indian nations to remain in the East in order to

‘‘improve.’’62 The Choctaw Nation had taken his advice. Thus, Pushmataha and

Puckshunnubbee averred, ‘‘If ever the Choctaw character is renovated, here is the

place to do it*if we are ever to experience the blessings of civilization, here is the

place.’’63 In this instance, the government’s arguments concerning territoriality were

decolonized by showing how they had actually followed the European model of

productivity. If the government violated this, U.S. hypocrisy would be shown to

trump earlier agreements.

In a similar example, Ames appropriated the Constitution to demonstrate Native

sovereignty. While Jacksonians contended that the Constitution provided for U.S.

governmental interference into Native affairs*Congress was emboldened ‘‘to

regulate commerce with foreign nations . . . and with the Indian tribes’’*Ames

insinuated the status of Native sovereignty by nodding to the fact that American

Indians had been paired with ‘‘foreign nations.’’64 To this end, he remarked: ‘‘Were

the Indians ever considered, or treated as a part of our citizens? . . . Had they

[Indians] ever had any voice in establishing any State Government, or forming the

General Government? Never.’’65 Representative Isaac Bates, during the House

removal debate, cited the Choctaw republican argument specifically, noting that

Native protection was a farcical ‘‘contrivance’’ for Jacksonians to acquire more

land.66

Ironies of Territorial Expansion and Republicanism

George Harkins (Choctaw) demonstrated how anti-removal rhetoric decolonized the

Native removal policy through the ironies of territoriality and republicanism. He

began by reflecting on how Natives attempted to fulfill their ‘‘duties’’ to the United

States and, hence, were worthy of land. He said,

Taking as an example from the American government, and knowing the happiness

which its citizens enjoy, under the influence of mild republican institutions, it was
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the intention of our countrymen to form a government assimilated to that of our

white brethren.67

Appropriating the republican language of the U.S. government, he admitted that such

assimilation was all for naught: ‘‘The man who said that he would plant a stake and

draw a line around us, that never should be passed, was the first to . . . [draw] up the

stake and [wipe] out all traces of the line.’’68 Pessen remarks that Jacksonians

understood such incongruity, for they ‘‘were fully aware that their doctrine . . . was all

the more specious because its assumption of Indian savagery was untrue,’’ indicating

that Natives had moved beyond so-called savagery.69

The use of irony as a mode of resistance illustrated the prudence of indigenous

rhetoric. In his Annual Report of 1832, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Elbert

Herring claimed that the Creek and Chickasaw treaties would ‘‘greatly tend to the

improvement of their condition, and, at the same time, be productive of much

benefit to the State of Alabama, within whose confines their wide and extended

possessions are situated.’’70 The last clause in Herring’s report caught the attention of

removal dissenters in Congress and the Creek and Chickasaw nations. To the latter

groups, the idea of states garnering benefits at the expense of American Indian

territory was something of a farce, and revealed the conspicuous hypocrisy of

protecting Natives by denying their rights.

As Speckled Snake (Seminole/Creek) skeptically put it, the East would soon catch

up with the West and the U.S. government’s promises would be overturned. Speaking

to a combined group of Creek and Chickasaw communities and U.S. officials in 1830,

he said the government had earlier insisted, ‘‘Get a little further, least I tread on thee.’’

He continued that he had ‘‘listened [to] a great many talks’’ and that they all began

and ended the same, with the government insisting, ‘‘Get a little further. . . . [T]he

land where you now live is not yours. Go beyond the Mississippi.’’71 Speckled Snake

pointed out how every removal treaty negotiated between the Creek Nation and the

United States had not been the last, despite territorial ‘‘in perpetuity’’ clauses typically

contained in such treaties. Resistance worked, then, by participating in the dominant

discourse and questioning its honesty.

The passages above remind readers today that nineteenth-century American Indian

territory was connected ontologically to Native nations. The U.S. government’s

connection to the land related its use to productive citizenship. According to

Strickland, Natives consistently argued against removal on the grounds that they

‘‘should not relinquish the land of their ancestors.’’72 To critics of American

expansion, the so-called settlement of Native territory, in particular, was terribly

flawed. William Robbins argues, for instance, that the idea of expansion ‘‘refuses to

acknowledge the presence of others who already inhabited the regions.’’73 The

disconnection during the Jacksonian era between governmental and Native

perspectives on territory was substantial.
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Native Anti-Removal Tactic II: Decolonization through Paternalism and Godly

Authority

Paternalism was another Jacksonian practice that guided U.S.�Native relations.

Paternalism involved a rhetoric infused with ‘‘policies and practices of treating or

governing people in a [parental] manner, especially by providing for their needs

without giving them responsibility.’’74 Such paternalism functioned by naturalizing

familial imagery within political contexts, and likening ‘‘what is done by colonial

powers to what goes on in the family, giving it a moral justification that it would

otherwise have lacked.’’75

American Indians were incorporated into the new U.S. nation as protected wards

and vital agents of the U.S. government’s acquisition of territory. As Prucha argues,

‘‘Since children were defenseless, they required assistance and support, and since

children were not fully responsible, they required guidance.’’76 The idea of a nation as

‘‘family’’ often justified the United States’ land encroachments.

Godly authority comprised another element of U.S. nationalism. Sidney Lens

describes this as a grand motivation needed to remind early Americans that God was

on their side in their conquest of American Indians. He argues,

[N]ature had given them a special right to expand. They were, like the ancient
Israelites, a ‘chosen race,’ . . . carrying progress forward wherever they went. They
were not trampling on other people, they were opening up new vistas for them.77

With God on its side, the U.S. government could rationalize its expansion to secure

more land for settlers.

Divine authority also arose through the ‘‘doctrine of discovery,’’ which was cited as

the rationale for seizing land in the western hemisphere. Ostensibly, the U.S.

government simply claimed dominion over any land on which it set its feet. The

doctrine of discovery ‘‘paved the way for further progressive infringement of

independent Indian sovereignty as the United States made efforts to legitimate’’ its

manifest destiny.78 According to Senator Forsythe, this providential permission made

‘‘[t]he lands, the streams, the woods, the minerals, all living things, including the

human inhabitants . . . the property of, or subject to, the government of the fortunate

navigator.’’79

Consummating Paternalism and Benevolent Hypocrisies

Native anti-removal discourse illustrated the necessity of appropriating the removal

policy’s paternal rhetoric. It then decolonized the policy by engaging in and

appealing to the government’s language of benevolence, as well as constructions of

U.S. supremacy and Native inferiority. For instance, at the Dancing Rabbit Creek

council in 1830, Colonel Webb (Choctaw) resituated the government’s justification

for removal based on a diminished Native identity as a reason to leave Natives

alone. ‘‘[W]hen you were young, we were strong; we fought by your side. . . . You

have grown large; my people have become small,’’ Webb said, alluding to U.S. might

and exceptionalism. ‘‘Brother, my voice is weak; you can scarcely hear me. . . . [I]t is
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not the shout of a warrior, but the wail of an infant. I have lost it in mourning over

the misfortunes of my people.’’80 Because of the perception that the U.S.

government was strong and Natives were feeble, Webb intimated that the United

States should take special care to uplift their Native neighbors by leaving them

alone. He complicated the dominant discourse by actually charging it to fulfill its

promises.

Calling attention to the government’s fulfillment of its paternal promises was also

part of the rhetoric of Senator Theodore Frelinghuysen, an anti-removal advocate

who contended that if the government’s aim was to be ‘‘the guardians of public

honor’’ then it should act with ‘‘faithful performance.’’81 This matter was especially

resonant as Webb reminded the U.S. government that when it was young, Natives had

‘‘fought by your side.’’82 Natives had fulfilled their promises when they were the

benefactors of fledgling English settlers.

The appropriation of paternalism as a function of decolonization also found an

outlet in Pushmataha’s (Choctaw) discourse. Asking a governmental council for

protection against both the state of Mississippi (which wanted to annex Choctaw

land) and pro-removal officials (who turned a blind eye to Mississippi’s incursions),

Pushmataha asserted,

When we had land to spare, we gave it with very little talk . . . as children ought to

do to a father. We hope our father will not be displeased; he has made us [happy]

from our infancy; we hope the same protection will be found in the arms of our

father as formerly. When a child awakes in the night, he feels for the arm of his

father to shield him from danger.83

Like Webb, Pushmataha contended that the United States ‘‘father’’ had always

received what it wanted from its ‘‘children.’’ He used the very language of the

government to ask, yet again, for more protection. Pushmataha intimated that the

Choctaw Nation had no more land to spare, and that they gave it without

confrontation. When locked out of decision making, the Choctaw Nation expected

to find the government’s protection. This argument was reflected in the removal

debate, as congressional removal opponents relied on Native accounts to rebuke

Jacksonians.84 In the end, the government’s side of the paternal relationship was

shown to be unfulfilled. Harkins lamented, ‘‘[W]e hope in the name of justice, that

another outrage may never be committed against us and that we may in the future be

cared for as children.’’85 The U.S. government was shown to have committed

injustices by mistreating its so-called wards.

Godliness as Resistance

The southeastern nations also spotlighted godly appeals by relying on divine

authority to protect their homes. Recall that the U.S. government emboldened its

assumptions of ‘‘cultural superiority as well as an insatiable desire for land,

expansion, and empire’’ with godly permission.86 In this context, it viewed Native

territories through the lens of terra nullius, the notion that the land was ‘‘the
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uninhabited or unimproved ‘wasteland.’’’87 American Indian discourses appropriated

the ‘‘god’’ argument in order to demonstrate how providence could likewise stand by

American Indians. Religious arguments are particularly important, considering that

Native conversions to Christianity relied on eradicating ‘‘all vestiges of tribal life and

culture’’ and proving that the Christian god could save them.88 Regardless of whether

the U.S. government interpreted Natives as godly, however, the assertion of identity

could rightly speak to a consummatory function of Native rhetoric.89 Godliness,

therefore, garnered importance for pragmatic arguments, but also for self-assertions

of Native character.

To safeguard their property, Native rhetors protested against removal by creating

godly identification between themselves and the U.S. government. Mingo (Chicka-

saw), M’Gilvery (Chickasaw), and Stimoluet (Chickasaw) pleaded, ‘‘We hope to be

let alone where we are, and that your people will be made to treat us like men and

Christians, and not like dogs.’’90 In this instance, the council reconstructed itself

not as savage, but rather as closer to the godly precepts of the United States. They

implored the government to consider them as neighbors, and argued that the

government had sinned. On this, Representative Bates concurred in his House

rebuttal during the removal debate, when he bluntly told advocates, ‘‘[Y]our faith

is gone, your honor violated, and there is nothing left worth a wise man’s

thought.’’91

Similarly, southeastern nations appropriated the language of the U.S. government

to reverse the label of ‘‘savage.’’ No Native rhetor in the public record demonstrated

this tactic more than Coacoochee (Seminole), who spoke to a group of U.S. Indian

agents in 1841 to protest against removal. Combating the false promises in the Treaty

of Fort Gibson, Coacoochee exposed the government as evil: ‘‘Still he gave me his

hand in friendship: we took it; . . . he had a snake in the other; his tongue was forked;

he lied, and stung us.’’92 In his estimation, the government represented the animalistic

embodiment of evil as it extended friendship, perhaps even familialism, on the one

hand and ‘‘stung’’ with the other.93 Such familialism speaks both to Coacoochee’s

participation in the discourse and to his resistance to it. In this context, the ‘‘forked

tongue’’ with which U.S. Indian agents negotiated alludes to their dishonesty.

Coacoochee furthered his invective by constituting the U.S. government policies as

ungodly. At his council, he chided Seminole members who had followed the U.S.

government’s instructions: ‘‘If your hearts are bad let me see them now . . . let me

know they are dark with bad blood; but do not, like a dog, bite me, so as soon as you

turn your backs.’’94 Instead of lying, he insisted that these assimilators, as symbols of

the government, make known their motives.

Anti-removal rhetoric also positioned Native agency as godly in juxtaposition to

the U.S. government. In an 1830 memorial to Congress, Yoholo (Creek),

Tuckaubatchie Hajo (Creek), Tustenuggee (Creek), and Smut Eye (Seminole/Creek)

claimed,

[S]o far back as their tradition is disposed to tell . . . [we] were a free people, in the

undisturbed enjoyment of those rights held sacred . . . derived from the Great
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Master of Breath, who created mankind equal, in possession of an unmolested
enjoyment of life.95

This passage punctuates the argument that god granted Natives land for ‘‘all time

immemorial.’’ Moreover, the ‘‘Great Master of Breath’’ endowed them with the

natural rights of equality, freedom, the ‘‘enjoyment of life,’’ and the ‘‘blessings of self

government.’’96 Frelinghuysen agreed during the Senate debates, asserting that Native

natural rights should provide ‘‘common bounties of a benignant Providence.’’97

Natives rooted sovereignty in such natural rights, akin to the Declaration of

Independence’s reliance on gifts ‘‘endowed by their Creator.’’98 All of this evidence

points to the ways in which southeastern nations appropriated appeals to a god as a

decolonial tactic.

Conclusion

The foregoing analysis reveals some of the ways in which the Choctaw, Creek,

Chickasaw, and Seminole nations decolonized the Indian Removal Act, as well as

various removal treaties and the U.S. government’s rhetoric of removal. Their

resistance worked by participating in the dominant discourse, and challenging the

frameworks that the U.S. government set as foundational: territoriality, republican-

ism, paternalism, and godly authority. In so doing, American Indians worked

through a ‘‘both/and’’ rhetoric that appropriated and transformed the government’s

discourse.

The analysis points to a number of implications about the presence and power of

the American Indian voice during the early part of the nineteenth century, as well as

to larger considerations concerning the strategies and tactics of resistance in

colonized contexts writ large.

First, the existence of the southeastern nations’ anti-removal rhetoric ruptures

the dual misconceptions that American Indians either simply conceded to the

pressures of the Indian Removal Act or moved immediately to violent

confrontations. Although governmental removal rhetoric failed to animate Native

sovereignty, it ironically ‘‘provided a mechanism for resistance to EuroAmerican

authority and an opening for critique on the part of Native intellectuals and

political leaders’’ in the 1830s.99 Assessing the American Indian voice for its

discursive power is crucial to understanding the removal era. Reading these Native

rhetorics for tactics of decolonization highlights Elizabeth Rich’s assertion that

although ‘‘documents from the late 19th century provide access to the ways in

which an emerging American identity depended on a particular history and

a specific perception of American Indian people,’’ they also exemplify how

Native discourses boldly faced down ‘‘the colonial record . . . [and] challenge[d]

it.’’100

Second, the case study addresses decolonization as a strategy of resistance that,

Matthew Dennis writes, involves subaltern groups ‘‘in their postcolonial predicament,

to paraphrase Aristotle, [discovering and utilizing] . . . well the available means of

persuasion.’’101 These means include appropriating dominant discourses and
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challenging them from the ‘‘inside.’’ Such an approach invokes a dynamic that allows

for resistance through the ‘‘master’s’’ language, while providing a chance to expose

the dilemmas of the dominant discourses.102

Certainly colonial contexts, with their deep-seated histories of oppression, make

resistance difficult, especially as subaltern voices are relegated to a cultural

backdrop. As Olga Gershenson argues, ‘‘[In] the traditional understanding of the

colonial discursive operation . . . colonial relations are modeled as a one-way street:

the colonizer subjugates the colonized, which is possible because the colonized

adulates the colonizer.’’103 However, this structure does not account for the

heteroglossic qualities of intercultural exchanges, such as when subjugated people

work through dominant discourses and assert their own rhetorical inventiveness.

This is when mimesis is ‘‘charged with . . . danger’’ and when ‘‘normalized’’

knowledges and disciplinary powers are undermined based on their own structures

and substance.104

To the question of how resistance can be articulated in colonial contexts, it seems

prudent to answer that it is through navigating a ‘‘both/and’’ structure wherein the

appropriation of dominant languages is imbricated with subaltern reinterpretations

that decolonize the colonial context. According to Duane Champagne, ‘‘[T]he

emphasis on decolonization models creates greater consciousness of the effects of

colonization on culture, thoughts and institutions.’’105 Again, this decolonization

does not raise the specter of equality*a definitional impossibility in the colonial

milieu. However, it does provide an approach to assessing resistance in such contexts.

The recognition of Choctaw, Creek, Chickasaw, and Seminole decolonization through

appropriation may mirror the resistive efforts of other subaltern groups mired in

colonial circumstances.

Third, this examination of nineteenth-century Native rhetoric addresses the issue

of textual veracity, which is often overlooked in other work related to Native Studies.

The problem is, as Yagelski underestimates, a ‘‘sticky one.’’106 Simply put, there is no

perfect way to determine whether Native texts have been corrupted by white

translators, other Native translators, government officials, congressional clerks, Gales

and Seaton and other popular publishers, or leaders on the floor of the Senate

Committee on Indian Affairs. Krupat suggests admitting this problem, and then

reading the Native texts in the larger colonial context. He argues, ‘‘For the study of

Native American materials, this means attention to the domestic imperialism, which,

sometimes intentionally, sometimes not, operated on this continent against

indigenous peoples everywhere.’’107 To operationalize this, the critic might interrogate

the relevant context and within that moment gauge the likelihood that Native

arguments examined would have been articulated by an American Indian rhetor,

based on knowledge of that rhetor, her/his context, and her/his tribal nation. Krupat

justifies this approach by contending that any representation of a U.S.�Native

rhetorical moment would probably include a consubstantiation of both.108 Herein

lies the rationale for my insistence that the ‘‘both/and’’ decolonial move be explored

fully, as well as the probability that a Native rhetor may have uttered the words

articulated in the moment.
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A fourth implication is that this American Indian resistance challenged removal by

slowing down its implementation, often motivating the U.S. government to resort to

deceit. As the U.S. government engaged in these unethical means of removal, it

provided further evidence for American Indians who decolonized governmental

discourses. The government was shown by Natives to be untrustworthy, sinful, and

excessive. These arguments were included in the government’s removal debates, as

evidenced in the above analysis. For instance, Connecticut Representative William

Storrs, referring to a Choctaw memorial he had received, questioned the govern-

ment’s benevolence and republicanism. He exhorted the House in 1830, ‘‘By

surrendering the question of [Native] sovereignty, the Executive has, for all

substantial purposes, virtually surrendered the treaties, too.’’109 Storrs continued

that if the removal plan attempted to undercut the Native sovereignty agreed on in

earlier treaties, then the land given to the United States in exchange must also be null

and void. Therefore, he opined, the U.S. government failed in its ‘‘responsibility . . .

to the opinion of the world’’ to be fair and just.110 Such challenges to the efficacy of

policy speak to the effectiveness of the strategy of decolonization.

Ultimately, analyzing nineteenth-century American Indian rhetoric is imperative

to a more complete picture of Indian policy debates, by discovering the ways in which

decolonization worked and illuminating the manner in which Native discourses

problematized dominant discourses. As Clemmons points out, ‘‘Native perspectives

must be incorporated into the historical narrative before a more nuanced and

complete story of Indian�white relations . . . can emerge.’’111
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